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Here you will find the Illustrated Parts Manual for model
TL130 Takeuchi Crawler Skid Steer Track Loader.
This manual contains all the parts information
you need to properly lookup part numbers for the
entire machine, including engine parts.
- Illustrated Parts Manual: 562-Pages
Easy to read exploded views to make easy number
identification, also aiding in careful
disassembly, accurate ordering, and ultimately
correct repairs. All sections are neatly
organized in Adobe Acrobat, very clean, sharp
images that are scalable to several times normal
size. Tons of crystal clear exploded views,
diagrams, accessory information, etc.
This is exactly like the paper manual made for
this equipment; the only difference is this one
is not paper, and doesn't need to be shipped. You
get it right away! Zoom it, print it, save it,
close it. Print a few pages at a time, as you
need; no need to lug that bulky binder around
anymore!
Once you buy the manual, you will immediately get
a link in your email, then just go view it, print
it, and save it for use later on. Viewed in
popular Adobe PDF format, which most computers
have already. To download the latest FREE Adobe
viewer go to www.adobe.comAbout TakeuchiTakeuchi was originally established in 1963, in
Nagano, Japan. In 1971 Takeuchi began initial production of the worlds first compact hydraulic
excavator and in 1986 they introduced the first compact rubber track skid steer loader to North
America. Takeuchi (US) was established in 1979.Takeuchi was the first company to introduce
quality compact excavators and track skid steer loaders to the USA construction equipment
industry. Today, Takeuchi (US) operates in a state of the art manufacturing facility near Atlanta,
Georgia. Takeuchi now operates facilities in the United States since 1979, United Kingdom since
1996, France since 2000 and China since 2006.Takeuchi compact mini excavator models include
TB070, TB1015, TB1140, TB180, TB125, TB135, TB145, TB153, TB153FR, TB175, TB175W,
TB015, TB016, TB014, TB070, TB070W, TB80, TB80FR, TB108, TB23, TB23R, TB28FR, TB53FR

and TCR50. Takeuchi compact rubber track skid steer loader models include TL120, TL130, TL140
and TL150.
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